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Abstract

It is now commonplace to see surnames written in the Irish language in Ireland, yet there is no online resource for checking the standard spelling and grammar of Irish-language surnames. We propose a data structure for handling Irish-language surnames which comprises bilingual (Irish–English) clusters of surname forms. We present the first open, data-driven linguistic database of common Irish-language surnames, containing 664 surname clusters, and a method for deriving Irish-language inflected forms. Unlike other Irish surname dictionaries, our aim is not to list variants or explain origins, but rather to provide standard Irish-language surname forms via the web for use in the educational, cultural, and public spheres, as well as in the library and information sciences. The database can be queried via a web application, and the dataset is available to download under an open licence. The web application uses a comprehensive list of surname forms for query expansion. We envisage the database being applied to name authority control in Irish libraries to provide for bilingual access points.
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Introduction

In this paper, we describe the development of the Gaois linguistic database of Irish-language surnames. Irish-language surnames are defined here as surnames written in Irish, whether of Gaelic origin or not. We refer to them as Irish-language surnames throughout to avoid confusion with surnames of Gaelic ethnic origin specifically, as our database contains surnames of both Gaelic and non-Gaelic origin, e.g. English, Norman. The database could be modified to include new Irish-language surnames of Polish, Chinese, Nigerian or other origins in the future, should these be gaelicised. The language is referred to as Irish and not Irish Gaelic, in keeping with ISO 639 and to distinguish it, crucially, from the Gaelic ethnicity, as well as from the (Scottish) Gaelic language. The research is based on surname data from the 26 counties of the Republic of Ireland, but could be expanded to include data from the 6 counties of Northern Ireland which is part of the UK.

Surnames first came into use in Ireland in the 10th century (Ó Cuív 1986, 34; Mac Mathúna 2006, 65) when Irish was both the literary and vernacular language of Ireland. Most Irish-language surnames are patronymic multieword expressions and take the form ‘grandson/descendant of X’, e.g. Ó Briain or ‘son of X’, e.g. Mac Cárthaigh. In Irish, the form of the name changes in different grammatical contexts, e.g. Seán Mac Mathúna ‘Seán McMahon’ (NOM), feirm Muintir Mhic Mhathúna ‘The McMahon family farm’ (GEN), a Shíl Mhuintir Mhic Mhathúna ‘[Dear] Síle [daughter of] McMahon’ (VOC). Traditionally, the form of the name also changes with regard to sex and marital status, e.g. Seán Ó Ceallaigh ‘Seán descendant of Ceallach’, Síle Úi Cheallaigh ‘Síle wife of Ceallach’, Síle Ní Cheallaigh ‘Síle [unmarried] daughter of Ceallach.’

Following the collapse of the Gaelic order in the mid-seventeenth century, the linguistic hierarchy changed, and English became the predominant language in the administrative and legal spheres in Ireland (O’Rahilly 1976, 15; Ó hUiginn 2008, 8). From that point onwards Irish-language surnames were anglicised, usually phonetically (Woulfe 1923, 36; de hOír 1973, 192). Ó Briain became O’Brien, Mac Cárthaigh became McCarthy, and so on. From the late nineteenth century, however, due to a revival of the Irish language throughout the island of Ireland in concurrence with the nationalist movement that led to Irish independence, use of the Irish forms of surnames has become commonplace again, and began to be supported by Government policy towards the end of the 20th century:

The [Irish language steering group of the Department of the Environment] recommends that the forms of personal names should not be subject to arbitrary alteration during the administrative process and, in particular, that the Irish forms of surnames and Christian names, when used by members of the public, should never be changed by Local Authority staff to the associated English forms; Seán Ó Conaill should not be altered to John O’Connell, nor vice versa. (Department of the Environment 1995, 12).
It is in this context of the acceptance and the normalisation of Irish-language surnames once again, that we approach this topic. Nowadays, the spelling of Irish-language surnames is largely standardised since the publication of official spelling rules for Irish in 1958 (Government of Ireland 1958) and the publication of the surname dictionary An Sloinnteoir agus an Taimneoir in 1966 (O Droighneáin 1966). Our aim is to provide an online resource where users can check the spelling and grammatical forms of surnames in Irish, and our hope is that our dataset will be used to enhance search algorithms in library catalogues and citation databases.

Context
Since 2003, with the enactment of the Official Languages Act (Government of Ireland 2003), the Government of Ireland supports the use of both official languages of the state (i.e. Irish and English (Government of Ireland 1937)) for official purposes. And while Irish-language surnames are now generally accepted, actually using one can prove challenging. About 40% of the population of Ireland can speak Irish (Central Statistics Office 2016). This leaves about 60% of the population, however, that might have difficulty in writing an Irish-language surname. In addition, information systems (e.g. web forms, databases, digital displays, etc.) do not always allow for Irish-language surnames, which can include spaces and accented characters, either in place of English-language names or as alternative forms. While there is no longer a valid technical reason for this, organisations do not tend to prioritise fixing this issue. Classic examples of this are the Irish Rail ticketing/seating system (Irish Language Commissioner 2020, 20–21; The Irish Times View 2020) and the Central Statistics Office (CSO) vital statistics records. The CSO were criticised during Irish Parliamentary Questions (Ó Cuív 2018) for continuing until recently to anglicise all Irish names in their records by removing all accents (Central Statistics Office 2017).

Our primary goal is to provide an online resource that supports the use of Irish-language surnames in Ireland by giving users and application developers access to the standard Irish-language spellings as well as grammatical information via the web. Existing resources do not provide this. While An Sloinnteoir Gaeilge agus an Taimneoir (O Droighneáin 2013) provides the standardised spellings, it does not provide grammatical information. Its structure as an English–Irish list also limits its usefulness. Other reference works, including Muhr and Ó hAisibéil’s A Dictionary of Family Names of Ireland (2021), the Hanks et al. Oxford Dictionary of Family Names in Britain and Ireland (2016), and MacLysaght’s The Surnames of Ireland (2013), are all focused on the anglicised surname forms primarily, and spellings in MacLysaght are sometimes out of date. None provide inflected Irish forms.

Our secondary goal is to provide users with an equivalence mapping between standard Irish-language and English-language forms of surnames in Ireland. It is generally accepted in onomastics that anthroponyms (i.e. people’s names) do not have synonyms, and are not translatable. This is because personal names, unlike words which are easily translatable, are essentially labels, without immediate lexical significance, that refer to an individual (Coates 2006, 312). In Ireland, however, names are regularly anglicised and de-anglicised. All Gaelic Irish surnames in Ireland have two forms, one in Irish and one in English, e.g. {Ó Riain, Ryan}. Some have more than two forms, e.g. {Ó Dochartaigh, Doherty, O’Doherty}, {Mac Anmhlaobh, Cauley, McAuliffe, McCauley, McAuley}. Given this situation, we use the terms synonym and equivalent in relation to surnames in this paper. Our use of these terms, however, is not at odds with the theory, as described in Coates (Ibid.), because we do not use them with regard to the meaning of the surname. We use them as a kind of shorthand to refer to the relationship between one label and another label when it can easily be claimed that the labels are forms of the same name as opposed to two different names. If the two labels are in the same language, we call them synonyms, and if the two labels are in different languages, we call the relationship between them an equivalence.

To achieve our goals, we have devised a structure that comprises clusters of surname forms that are synonyms or equivalents of each other. We give the standard form or forms, and since it is not always possible to make a binary determination, our structure allows us to capture additional forms that are in use. These are labelled as either historical or modern alternative forms. We do not store forms that we determine to be non-standard or incorrect (i.e. where spelling rules are broken) because these would be too numerous. Unlike countries like Sweden, where there is legislation encouraging the use of standard forms of names (Brylla 2016), the situation in Ireland enables the establishment of non-standard or incorrect versions of names, particularly in Irish. Our web application helps users to find the standard version from a non-standard or misspelled version with query expansion, based on the Irish Surname Index (National Folklore Collection 2020), and using standard spelling distance algorithms (i.e. spell checking). To provide
grammatical information, we have developed an algorithm for generating all inflected forms of all Irish-language surnames. The output of the algorithm is included in the dataset and is available via the web application. This is a substantial result in itself in that we have created the first morphological database of Irish-language surnames. There already exists a morphological database of Irish placenames (Government of Ireland 2020) and a morphological database of Irish vocabulary (Foras na Gaeilge 2020; Měchura 2014), but no such resource exists for surnames to date.

We envisage this resource will be used in a number of different contexts. The first likely context is the educational sphere in Ireland, specifically within the primary school system. Up to 2013, all pupils were registered with the Department of Education and Skills using the Irish-language version of their name. Since 2013, they can be registered in either English or Irish (Department of Education and Skills 2013, 6). Although no longer obligatory, it is still common practice for schools, especially Irish-medium schools, to register pupils with an Irish-language version of their name. This process often involves an ad hoc and historically inaccurate association with an Irish-language equivalent. The second context is the cultural sphere, specifically within Gaelic Games, i.e. Gaelic football, hurling/camogie, handball and rounders. The Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA), the umbrella body for these sports, promotes the use of the Irish language by requiring that player registrations (Gaelic Athletic Association 2020a, 14) and team sheets given to referees (Gaelic Athletic Association 2020b, 8) contain only the Irish-language form of players’ names, except where no Irish-language form exists. The third context is the public sphere, where members of the public may choose to change their name to Irish or use the Irish-language form of their names in certain contexts, or indeed to register the names of their children in Irish. Access to the standard Irish-language spelling and grammatical information will be useful in these contexts.

Another application of this resource will be in the library and information sciences, specifically within personal name authority control. Personal name authority files, such as that of the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF), are an important resource for libraries in terms of being able to identify individuals unambiguously (Shi and Jia 2018). Authors and other public figures are identifiable by librarians and archivists by their personal name authority identifier or heading, thus making their related works more discoverable. Kimura (2014, 743) highlights how the absence of properly cross-referenced local variants in name authority data can result in inconsistent search results. As the VIAF does not systematically include Irish-language forms of names in Irish personal name authority records, surname information made available via our resource could be used to build virtual bilingual access on top of the VIAF or other name authority files in Irish libraries.

Research by Byrne and O’Malley (2013) into the origins of the political party systems in Ireland (North and South) used surnames to test their hypothesis that the party system in the Republic of Ireland has some basis in family origin, as reflected in surnames (Gaelic Irish vs Old English) going back to the 12th century. The authors had to handle both anglicised and gaelicised names in their research data. Such research might also benefit from our resource.

Method
The database was created in Lexonomy, lexonomy.eu, a cloud-based, open-source platform for writing and publishing dictionaries (Měchura 2017). A custom XML schema was developed for this project. Each entry is a cluster of surname forms (i.e. surnames). Each cluster, in theory, pertains to a particular version of an Irish-language surname. In other words, all Ó Murchú surnames are clustered together in one entry, all Ó Briain surnames are clustered together in one entry, and so on. It is our proposition that Irish-language surnames can be and are best structured as clusters according to a particular form of an Irish-language surname. If our theory is correct, there will not be much overlap between different clusters. Overlap is possible, however, and is acceptable where there is any uncertainty as to which surname cluster a particular surname belongs. In these cases, the same surname will be found in two or more clusters.

The entries themselves have a reasonably simple structure. Each entry basically contains a list of surnames. Each surname is classified by language, either Irish or English, and by whether it is primary, historical, or alternative. Each Irish-language surname contains one base form, e.g. Ó Briain, as well as all the inflected forms derived from the base form, e.g. Uí Bhriain and Ní Bhriain. All inflected forms are generated from the base form using an expansion algorithm developed for this project. The expansion algorithm recognises which inflectional pattern the surname belongs to. We have identified five patterns:
1. The Ó pattern.
2. The Mac pattern.
3. The Mac Giolla/Mac Con pattern.
4. The -ch adjectival pattern, e.g. Breathnach.
5. The anything else pattern, which does not inflect.

Since the inflectional pattern can be recognised from the base form of the surname, no more information is required. In theory, therefore, it would suffice to encode each surname in one XML element, as follows:

```xml
<surname-irish>Ó Briain</surname-irish>
```

However, to allow for cases yet to be discovered, where the inflectional pattern cannot be recognised from the base form only, the base form is placed in a redundant child element of `<surname-irish/>`. This is done so that additional child elements can be added to store extra information if necessary. Entries also contain a title, which is the etymological root or origin of the surname, encoded in one element, for example:

```xml
<title>Brian</title>
<surname-irish>
<form>Ó Briain</form>
</surname-irish>
```

The data can be viewed via the web application and is available to download in two formats, minimal and expanded. In the minimal format, only the base form is stored explicitly in the entry. In the expanded format, in addition to the base form, male/wife/daughter forms and inflected forms are generated, added, and marked up, for example:

```xml
<surname-irish>
<form gender="male" case="nom"><pre>Ó</pre> Briain</form>
<form gender="male" case="gen"><pre>Uí</pre> Briain</form>
<form gender="male" case="voc"><pre>Uí</pre> Briain</form>
<form gender="female" familyStatus="wife" case="nom"><pre>Uí</pre> Briain</form>
<form gender="female" familyStatus="wife" case="gen"><pre>Uí</pre> Briain</form>
<form gender="female" familyStatus="wife" case="voc"><pre>Uí</pre> Briain</form>
<form gender="female" familyStatus="daughter" case="nom"><pre>Ní</pre> Briain</form>
<form gender="female" familyStatus="daughter" case="gen"><pre>Ní</pre> Briain</form>
<form gender="female" familyStatus="daughter" case="voc"><pre>Ní</pre> Briain</form>
</surname-irish>
```

This method of providing minimal and expanded formats is inspired by a similar distinction made in the Irish National Morphology Database (Měchura 2014). The algorithm which converts from minimal to expanded format exists in two implementations, once as an XSL stylesheet (available publicly for download) and once as a function in the C# programming language (used internally by our web application). The database can support any of the alphabetic sorting norms commonly practiced (Ó Droighneáin 2013; MacLysaght 2013; Nic Cóil 2011; Plassard 1996), using information that can be retrieved from the dataset for every form of every Irish-language name currently stored in the dataset, as follows. If the user wants to sort female forms under male for ms, the web application has access to information on what male form (e.g. Ó Raghallaigh) relates to the female forms (e.g. Uí Raghallaigh, Ní Raghallaigh). If the user wants
alphabetical sorting that ignores initial particles such as Ó, Nic, etc., and/or the initial mutations that they effect, those segments are tagged in the expanded format that is available to the web application for processing (e.g. `<form><pre>NI</pre> <M<mut>h</mut>μθήναι</form>`).

If the user wants to sort in a way that does not distinguish between forms (i.e. synonyms and equivalents) of the same name, they can, because the synonyms and equivalents are in the same cluster.

Seeding of the database was data-driven and began with an ordered frequency list of surnames registered for babies born in Ireland in 2017. The babies’ surnames list, which included surnames registered 3 times or more in 2017, was obtained directly from the Central Statistics Office and sourced from the General Register Office. The first editorial pass involved the following steps, for each surname on the list of babies’ surnames, down to a frequency of 4. Resource constraints precluded us from processing surnames registered three times or less:

1. Check in *The Surnames of Ireland* (6th ed.) (MacLysaght 2013) to ascertain if the surname is considered to be of Gaelic origin, or to have been Gaelicised by the 17th century, before the collapse of the Gaelic hierarchy and the decline of the Irish language, e.g. O’Brien.

2. Determine primary modern Irish form by consulting *An Sloinnteoir Gaeilge agus an tAimmeoir* (12th ed.) (Ó Droighneáin 2013), as well as other sources, i.e. the *National Database of Irish-Language Biographies* (Cló Iar-Chonnacht 2020), and the *Irish Surname Index* (National Folklore Collection 2020), e.g. Ó Briain.

3. Establish cluster title, usually the nominative case of the primary Irish surname’s main element, e.g. Brian. Consult *Irish Names* (2nd ed.) (Ó Corráin and Maguire 1990) to help determine etymology.

4. Determine if primary Irish form has any synonyms. Primary synonyms, where more than one modern form is in widespread use, e.g. Breathnach ≈ Breathnach, are input under the <surnames-irish-main/> element. Historical synonyms that remain commonplace, are dialectal, are morphologically rich, or are significant in some other way, e.g. Ó Murchadha ≈ Ó Murchú, Ó Dubhghaill ≈ Ó Dúill, are input under the <surnames-irish-historical/> element. Alternative synonyms, where a less common form is known to be in use, e.g. Ó Cuív ≈ Ó Caoimh, are input under the <surnames-irish-alternative/> element.

5. Input English equivalents of all primary Irish forms, using surnames found on babies’ surnames list, e.g. O’Brien. Historical forms are not considered, and surnames known to be in use in Ireland but not present on the babies’ list are input as alternatives on an ad hoc basis, e.g. Connellan ≈ Conlan. Variants primarily found in the UK and North America are not included for the most part, e.g. Murry (Murray), as our resource is primarily aimed at users in Ireland.

While going through steps (4) and (5) above, two general rules were applied while populating the database. Firstly, as introduced in the previous section, all Irish forms in each entry (i.e. cluster) are synonyms of each other, i.e. that you can easily claim that they are the same surname, except for differences in spelling or grammar. For example, this is true of *Breathnach/Breathnach*, and of *Bhailís/de Bhailís*, but it is not true of Breathnach/Bhallís. Even if a surname is derived from another, it is not a synonym if it is significantly different in form, e.g. Madagáin > Madáin. Therefore, Breathnach/Breathnach can be in the same entry, and Bhailís/de Bhailís can be in the same entry, but Breathnach/Bhallís cannot be in the same entry, even though they may have the same English equivalent (i.e. Walsh). Secondly, all English forms in each entry are equivalents of all the Irish forms in the entry. For example, this is true for Breathnach/Breathnach/Walsh, Breathnach/Breathnach/Walse, Breathnach/Breathnach/Brannagh. Therefore, those three English forms can be in the same entry as Breathnach/Breathnach. It does not matter if the English forms are not synonyms of each other. For example, Walsh/Brannagh are not synonyms, but this does not stop them from being in the same entry. With the application of these rules, what we end up with is a resource primarily aimed at users in Ireland.
Results and discussion

Work on populating the database to date has resulted in 664 surname clusters, containing in total 932 Irish-language surnames and 1,070 English surnames. In 602 clusters, only one primary Irish-language surname is given. In 62 clusters, where a binary choice was not possible, more than one primary Irish-language surname is given. 130 clusters contain historical Irish forms, and 59 clusters contain alternative Irish forms. In 469 clusters, one primary English surname is given, and in 195 clusters, more than one primary English surname is given. 106 clusters contain alternative English forms.

The data structure allows for the promotion of standardised forms, but also permits the establishment of acceptable alternative forms. Establishing the standard Irish-language form presented some challenges. For the most part, the form given in Ó Droighneáin (2013), which adheres to modern standard Irish spelling rules, was taken as the standardised Irish-language form. In some cases, however, more common forms were selected or minor corrections were made, e.g. Ó Doibhlin > Ó Doibhlin. This was done on the basis of ancillary surname searches in the National Database of Irish-Language Biographies (Cló Iar-Chonnacht 2020) and in Google. Google searches were used as a guide to the prevalence of one form over another, as no population-wide surname frequency data was available at the time of writing.

Where Ó Droighneáin (2013) observed minor differences in spelling when mapping English surnames to Irish-language surnames, we usually did not. For example, Ó Droighneáin maps the English surname Wolfe to the Irish-language surname Ó Mactíre, whereas he maps the English surname Woulfe to the Irish-language surname de Bhlubh. This may be a product of the one-to-one mapping to which he constrained himself to. We have no such constraint and our structure allows us to give both Wolfe and Woulfe as equivalents of de Bhlubh. Further examples include Haugh/Hough, Heary/Heery, and Henaghan/Henehan. In another example of this, we see Ó Droighneáin map Donegan to Ó Donnagáin and Donnegan to Ó Dúnagáin. We treat Donnegan as a North American variant, omit it (having constrained ourselves to surnames commonly found within Ireland), and direct users to Donegan, currently the most frequently found form in Ireland. Other examples of variants more commonly used in North America (according to Google) and thus omitted include Londrigan (Lonergan), Mannelly (Manley), Murry (Murray), Touhy (Tuohy). Google and Wikipedia searches helped to identify UK and North American variants. We opted not to include such diaspora spelling variants to constrain the scope of our research. Diaspora variants could be included in future versions of the database, but for now, users will be directed to related clusters by the search expansion algorithm.

Query expansion (e.g. Ó Rachtagáin > Ó Reachtagáin), using variants found in the Irish Surname Index (National Folklore Collection 2020), and spelling suggestion using the Levenshtein (1966) edit-distance algorithm (e.g. Ratigan > Rattigan), are used to help bring the user to the correct cluster. Once at the correct cluster, the user is only provided with standard Irish-language surnames (e.g. de Priondraigís) and their standard synonyms and equivalents (e.g. Prendergast, Pender). Where an English equivalent of one surname, e.g. Minoque (Ó Muineog), is commonly attracted to another surname, i.e. Ó Mainchin/Mannix, it is included as an alternative form in the latter. Where non-Gaelic English surnames, e.g. Manning, are commonly substituted for English versions of Irish-language surnames in Ireland, i.e. Mannion (Ó Maimín), they are included as alternative forms. Non-Gaelic English surnames commonly used by way of semi-translation are included either as primary or alternative forms, e.g. Reid (Ó Maoildeirg), Silke (Ó Síoda), Thornton (Ó Droighneáin). This approach allows us to accurately capture how Irish-language surnames are conventionally associated with English forms in Ireland.
Regarding the data structure, we show that it is effective to structure a database of Irish-language surnames using clusters of surname variants, synonyms, and English-language equivalents. Our theory is that each cluster can effectively represent a particular version of an Irish-language surname. If our theory is correct, there will not be much overlap between different clusters. In our database of common Irish-language surnames, 900 out of 932 Irish-language surname forms (96.5%) occur in only one cluster. This supports our theory. Overlap between clusters, where the same Irish-language surname form is in two clusters indicating uncertainty as to which cluster it belongs to, occurs with only 3.5% of the Irish-language surname forms. None occur in more than two clusters.

The demarcation of clusters can be challenging. Where the surnames have the same etymological (not necessarily eponymical) origin in Irish, e.g. Donncha, i.e. \{Donncha: Mac Donncha, Ô Donncha, Ô Donnchaidh, Mac Donnchaidh, McDonagh, O'Donoghue, Donoghue, Dunphy\}, the cluster is not split. Where the surnames have different etymological origins, e.g. Raithileach \{Raithallach: Ô Raithallaigh, O'Reilly, Reilly\} vs Raithileach \{Raithileach: Ô Raithile, O'Rahilly\}, the surnames are separated into different clusters. With regard to providing the user with grammatical information about Irish-language surnames, we identified 5 patterns of inflection. Based on these 5 patterns, the inflectional paradigm can be correctly predicted from the base form, without any extra information, in the case of all Irish-language surnames in our database. This satisfactorily confirms the completeness of our analysis of the grammar of Irish-language surnames. If extra information is required in future cases, our extensible data model allows it.

**Conclusion**

Our first goal was to provide a resource that supports the use of Irish-language surnames in Ireland by giving human users and application developers access to the standard Irish-language spellings as well as grammatical information via the web. Our second goal was to provide users with an equivalence mapping between standard Irish-language and English-language forms of surnames in Ireland. The Gaois linguistic database of Irish-language surnames satisfies these two goals. Our ambition now is to expand the scope of the database to include all surnames, with an Irish-language form and a 4+ frequency, of children born in Ireland between 2015 and 2020, those yet to start school. We also hope to include data from Northern Ireland if available. In its current state, however, the database is reasonably comprehensive, and certainly covers the most common Irish-language surnames currently in use. We hope that easy online access to user-friendly and well-structured machine-readable data of this kind will support the use of Irish-language surnames in schools, libraries, government departments, and elsewhere.
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